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Jamaica is known for its rich culture and the iconic reggae and dancehall 

music that are influential in the international music industry. 

Dancehall, which originated in the late 1970s, has influenced various other 

genres like hip hop music and reggaeton, and Jamaica has bred musical 

legends like Bob Marley. Our music is part of our cultural advantage and it is 

adored globally. It has economic value. 

So, how can we earn from making music and how exactly is money made in 

the music industry?... 

Stats on Music:
(According to the RIAA’s 2020 Year-End Music Industry Revenue Report)
*RIAA: The Recording Industry Association of America 

● The United States recorded music revenues grew 9.2% in 2020 to 
US$12.2 billion at estimated retail value. 

● Streaming music’s share of total revenues grew to 83%.

● Revenues from recorded music measured at wholesale value grew 
8.9% to US$8 billion.

(According to Rolling Stone, March 17, 2021)
● Recorded music grew US$1.5 billion in the pandemic year 2020 

● The global recorded-music industry in 2020 saw US$23.1 billion in 
revenue, up 7% from 2019. 
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The Music Industry Business Structure 

The music industry is a complex system of many different organisations, firms 

and individuals. It has undergone dramatic changes in the first decades of the 

21st century. 

There are three types of property that are created and sold by the recording 

industry: compositions (songs, pieces, lyrics), recordings (audio and video), and 

media (such as CDs or MP3s, and DVDs).

Compositions: 

● Songs, instrumental pieces and other musical compositions are created by 

songwriters or composers and are originally owned by the composer.

● They may be sold or the rights may be otherwise assigned.

● If hired, the party contracting would have ownership and not the 

composer.

● The copyright owner licenses or "assigns" some of their rights to 

publishing companies, by means of a publishing contract and that 

company collects fees (known as "publishing royalties") when the 

composition is used. 

Record Company/ Label Vs. Publisher

● A publishing company manages and administers musical compositions, 

and usually handles songwriters, lyrics and the rights for licensing.

● A record label/ company manages, promotes and distributes the music 

and handles the artist and their creative assets - packaging; graphics; 

mastering; music videos. 

● The record label actually acts as the key group in working with publishers 

to set up co-authorship between songwriters and artists, and in some 

cases would also have publishers that are already part of the record 

company’s team. 
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The Structure Cont’d:

Recordings: 

● Recordings are created by recording artists, which includes singers, 
musicians (including session musicians) and musical ensembles 
(backing bands, rhythm sections, orchestras, etc.) usually with the 
assistance and guidance from record producers and audio engineers. 

● They were traditionally made in recording studios, which are rented for 
a daily or hourly rate in a recording session.

Recording Studios

● In the 21st century, advances in digital recording technology have 
allowed many producers and artists to create "home studios" using 
high-end computers and digital recording programs like Pro Tools, 
bypassing the traditional role of the commercial recording studio. 

Producing

● The record producer oversees all aspects of the recording, making 
many of the logistic, financial and artistic decisions in cooperation with 
the artists. 

● The record producer has a range of different responsibilities including 
choosing material and/or working with the composers, hiring session 
musicians, helping to arrange the songs, overseeing the musician 
performances, and directing the audio engineer during recording and 
mixing to get the best sound. 

Royalties

● The record company pays the recording artist a portion of the income 
from the sale of the recordings, also known as a "royalty". This portion 
is similar to a percentage, but may be limited or expanded by a number 
of factors (such as free goods, recoupable expenses, bonuses, etc.) that 
are specified by the record contract.
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The Structure Cont’d
Media: 
● Traditionally, the music is stored on media like CDs, MP3, DVDs, and 

vinyl records. They are sold by music retailers and are owned by the 

consumers that buy them, but do not have the right to make copies, 

rent or release. 

Streaming
● However, streaming has taken over since improvements in the internet 

economy and digital music platforms like iTunes, Spotify and Google 

Play, etc. are the industry standard for music distribution. 

Challenges with Streaming
● The challenges with the streaming platforms are that the revenue 

models make it difficult to understand the true value of each, especially 

for the musicians and music companies, along with lack of 

transparency.

● Spotify, and the overall music-streaming industry, is criticised that 

artists are not being fairly compensated for their work as 

downloaded-music sales decline and music streaming increases. 

Streaming “Market Share”
● Physical or download sales pay a fixed price per song or album. 

However, spotify pays artists based on their “market share” which 

means the number of streams for their songs in proportion of total 

songs streamed on the service. 

● Spotify distributes approximately 70% to rights-holders, who will pay 

artists based on their individual agreements. 

● Spotify reports paying US$0.006 to US$0.0084 per stream. 
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Included in the music structure are: Live music performances and tours, that are 

supported by artist management, representation and staff. Choices about when and 

where to tour are usually decided by the artist’s management and the artist, 

sometimes in consultation with the record company, who may finance the tour. 

Referred to as the “Big 3” are the 3 major record labels:
1. Sony BMG 

2. Universal Music Group 

3. Warner Music Group 

So how is music distributed? 
These 3 major record labels own the largest music distribution companies. They sign 

deals with smaller distributors to handle their licensing administration.

Hence, whether you download music from Amazon, stream on Spotify, etc. (places/ 

platforms of distribution), one of the big 3’s is likely responsible for making it 

possible. Record labels usually own the “masters” of a song which means they own 

the rights to the music. The artist would be unable to release it with any other label, 

distributing partner or with another artist.

DIY Distribution 
However, some artists find ways to work around the industry to get their music out. 

Many artists have protested the inequities of the streaming model and its growing 

dominance, thereby distributing music themselves through various platforms (Eg. 

Distrokid, CD Baby Tunecore, etc.), without a label. 

For example, iTunes and Spotify offer a way for artists to distribute their music 

directly through their platforms. 

The future of music distribution might see more artists releasing their music 

independently and the place of distribution will continue to evolve as well. 
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Additional Things to Note:
Included in the music structure are live music performances and tours, that are 

supported by artist management, representation and staff. Choices about when 

and where to tour are usually decided by the artist’s management and the 

artist, sometimes in consultation with the record company, who may finance 

the tour. 

Referred to as the “Big 3” are the 3 major record labels:
1. Sony BMG 

2. Universal Music Group 

3. Warner Music Group 

So how is music distributed? 
These 3 major record labels own the largest music distribution companies. 

Hence, whether you download music from Amazon, stream on Spotify, etc. 

(places/ platforms of distribution), one of the big 3’s is likely responsible for 

making it possible. 

DIY Distribution 
However, some artists find ways to work around the industry to get their music 

out. Many artists have protested the inequities of the streaming model and its 

growing dominance, thereby distributing music themselves through various 

platforms (Eg. Distrokid, CD Baby Tunecore, etc.), without a label. 

For example, iTunes and Spotify offer a way for artists to distribute their music 

directly through their platforms. 

The future of music distribution might see more artists releasing their music 

independently and the place of distribution will continue to evolve as well. 
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Debunking Myths - How do Musicians Really Make Their Money? 
(According to Business Insider - October 19, 2018) 

How artists make money
● How musicians really make their money does not mostly result from how 

many times people listen to their songs.

● The majority of an artist’s revenue comes from touring, selling merchandise, 

licensing their music for things like television, movies, or video games, and 

partnerships or side businesses. 

● Streaming is often thought of as the future of music and can provide artists 

with a good source of income. However, it is not nearly as lucrative as other 

revenue streams. 

Case study example
● The band U2 (with 22 Grammy awards) made US$54.5 million and was the 

highest-paid musical act of the year in 2017, according to Billboard’s annual 

Money Makers Report. Of their total earnings, about 95%, or US$52 million 

came from touring, while less than 4% came from streaming and album 

sales. 

How the money is divided
● According to a Citigroup report, the music industry generated a record 

US$43 billion in 2017, but recording artists saw just 12% of that revenue, or 

US$5.1 billion and majority of their revenues came from touring. 

● Music businesses, including label and publishers took home almost US$10 

billion. 

● Artists have to deal with the issue of copyright, where revenues for their 

music are split among publishing companies, music labels and songwriters.  
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A Conversation with Steve “Urchin” Wilson, Entertainment 
Manager/Author

1. With music continuing to evolve at a fast pace from Vinyl and CDs to streaming, what direction is 

music heading into? Where is music going? 

S: Over the last 2 years there has been more content creating. People are making more content online, 

even as newcomers and with social media and platforms that make it easy to produce and create, 

there is more access and potential out there. This means that the industry will get more and more 

competitive and there will be more choices for consumers. Social media is crucial. 

As music evolves, people need to leverage all the resources they have, especially social media. People 

have to stand out and be authentic. It depends on how you position yourself, in a unique and 

interesting way that appeals to people. Visuals will need to be better, and artists cannot just rely on 

their music or talent alone. Platforms like Spotify and Apple Music will continue to grow and evolve.

2. Jamaica’s Reggae and Dancehall music are globally recognized for their unique sound. Hence, 

culture is seen as our competitive advantage to monetize. How reliable is music as an earning power 

to Jamaica and why?

S: They are a massively reliable earning power. They always have been. However, we need to own 

some of our own infrastructure. Our local industry is incomplete and needs building as we need to 

train people and invest in areas like music classes and school programs that will nurture our own 

talents and skills. We should be teaching how to manage artists, how to do social media, touring, etc.

3. How can Jamaica position themselves in the international market? 

S: We need to tap into our culture and connect all areas like tourism, visuals from film and music, etc. 

It needs to be captured altogether as a collective group so they all tie back. They need to be 

interconnected so that it is more scalable and will grow further and faster. 

The government could push music more and provide more investments. We also need to iconify our 

stars better and strengthen the culture. If we fully and truly embraced the culture and made our 

country look and feel like a cultural hub with more statues of our icons, more symbolism and 

recognition, more live concerts not just on occasions but every week, and made it all representative of 

our brand Jamaica, we ourselves would connect more and be more involved in the development along 

with visitors who come here. We could create more opportunities that way for everyone go far.
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RESOURCES

Steve “Urchin” Wilson - Entertainment Manager/ Author 

• Manager of platinum Grammy winner, Sean Paul

• Email: steve@bnmprojects.com 

• His book “Look Down”: https://www.amazon.com/Look-Down-you-have-missed

Tara Playfair-Scott - Marketing/ Public Relations Manager Specialist 

• PR, Marketing/ Management for: Grammy Award Winning, Shaggy, Internationally 

recognized, Agent Sasco, and Popular Dancehall Artist, Ishawna

• Email: taraplayfair@gmail.com 

Jesse Royal - Internationally acclaimed singer, songwriter, performer, and recording artist

• Email: Zane.miller@outlook.com (management) 

• Website: https://www.jesseroyalmusic.com 

Links: 

The Music Industry 

● https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Music_industry 

2020 Year-End Music Industry Revenue Report - RIAA

● https://www.riaa.com/reports/2020-year-end-music-industry-revenue-report/ 

Recorded Music Growth in the Pandemic Year - US$1.5 Billion 

● https://www.rollingstone.com/pro/news/recorded-music-billion-growth-2020-1143159/ 

How Musicians Really Make Their Money 

● https://www.businessinsider.com/how-do-musicians-make-money-2018-10 

Music Distribution 

● https://www.thebalancecareers.com/music-distribution-defined-2460499 

Music Distribution Services 

● https://www.amuse.io/content/the-best-music-distribution-services?cn-reloaded=1 

How to Make Money with Music - How Musicians can Monetize

●  https://www.shopify.com/blog/sell-music 

How Reggae and Dancehall can Make More Money in the Global Music Industry 

● https://jrwatkis.medium.com/reggae-and-dancehall-acts-should-not-rely-on-record-labels-because-l
abels-have-nothing-to-give-that-b8644e688236 
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